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 LANGUAGE OF CHEMISTRY 

Valency 

Valency is the combining capacity of an element. The number of 

electrons donated or accepted by an atom of an element so as to 

have electronic configuration of nearest noble gas is called its 

valency. 

 

Variable Valency  

Certain elements have more than one valency. They exhibit 

variable valency. For example, copper, tin, iron and mercury 

exhibit variable valency. Copper combines with oxygen to form 

cuprous oxide (Cu2O) and cupric oxide (CuO). 

Valency of oxygen being two, combining capacity of copper in 

the first case is one and that in the second case is two. The suffix 

“ous” is used to indicate the lower valency and the suffix “ic” to 

indicate the higher valency. The following table gives the names 

of some compounds with variable valencies of elements. 

Compound Valency Ion 
Cuprous (Cu2O) 1 Cu+ 
Cupric oxide (CuO) 2 Cu2+ 
Ferrous oxide (FeO) 2 Fe2+ 
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 3 Fe3+ 

                                                                                                                          

 



 

LIST OF COMMON ACIDIC AND BASIC RADICALS. 

 

 

ACIDIC RADICAL LIST 

 

 

 



 

COMPOUND AND ITS  CHARACTERISTICS 

A compound is a substance made up of a definite proportion of two or 

more elements. A chemical formula tells us the number of atoms of 

each element in a compound. It contains the symbols of the atoms of the 

elements present in the compound as well as how many there are for 

each element in the form of subscripts.  

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

WRITING CHEMICAL FORMULA 

 

 



 

BALANCING CHEMICAL EQUATION 

Balance the following equation: 

Mg+HCl→MgCl2+H2 

Identify the reactants and products  This has been done in the 

question. 

Write the equation for the reaction This has been done in the question. 

Count the number of atoms of each element in the reactants and 

products 

Reactants: Mg=1 atom   H=1 atom, Cl=1 atom                                                                         

Products: Mg=1 atom, H=2 atoms, Cl=2 atoms 

Balance the equation   The equation is not balanced since there are two 

chlorine atoms in the product and only one in the reactants. If we add a 

coefficient of two to the HCl to increase the number of H and Cl atoms 

in the reactants, the equation will look like this: 

Mg+2HCl→MgCl2+H2 

Check that the atoms are balanced                                                                                              

If we count the atoms on each side of the equation, we find the 

following: 

Reactants: Mg=1 atom, H=2 atoms, Cl=2 atoms 

Products: Mg=1 atom, H=2 atoms, Cl=2 atoms 

The equation is balanced. The final equation is: 

Mg+2HCl→MgCl2+H2 

 

 



 
 

DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR MASS AND 

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION 
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